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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities in GABY Inc., its subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively, the "Company" or "GABY") or any related or associated company. None of the information or analyses presented are
intended to form the basis for any investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended. Accordingly this presentation does not constitute investment advice, counsel or solicitation for investment in any security.
Neither GABY nor any of its directors, officers, employees, agents or advisors make any representation or warranty in respect of the contents of this presentation or otherwise in relation to GABY or the business of GABY. In particular, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness,
accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained herein, which have not been independently verified. The information contained in this presentation is provided as at the date hereof and is subject to amendment, revision and updating in any way without notice or liability to any party. This
document and its contents are confidential and is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced or forwarded to any other person or published (in whole or in part) for any purpose. Certain information contained herein has been prepared from third-party sources. Such information
has not been independently audited or verified by GABY. GABY has used its best efforts to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information presented. GABY expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly
from: (i) reliance on any information contained herein, (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information, or (iii) any action resulting therefrom.
Forward-Looking Statements: Certain information set forth in this presentation contains "forward-looking information", including "future oriented financial information" and "financial outlook", under applicable securities laws (collectively referred to herein as "forward-looking statements"). Except for statements of
historical fact, information contained herein constitutes forward-looking statements and includes, but is not limited to, statements relating to: (i) the projected financial performance of the Company; (ii) future legal and regulatory developments regarding cannabis; (iii) the expected development of the Company’s
business, projects and joint ventures; (iv) the execution of the Company’s vision and growth strategy, including with respect to future M&A activity and global growth; (v) the expected growth in the demand for cannabis products; (vi) completion of the Company’s projects that are currently underway, in development
or otherwise under consideration; (vii) renewal of the Company’s current customer, supplier, and other material agreements; (viii) future liquidity, working capital, and capital requirements; (ix) engaging in activities that are currently illegal under United States ("U.S.") federal law and the uncertainty of existing
protection from U.S. federal or other prosecution; (x) regulatory or political change such as changes in applicable laws and regulations, including U.S. state-law legalization, (xi) any other factors or developments which may hinder market growth; (xii) reliance on and the performance of management; (xiii) the effect of
capital market conditions and other factors on capital availability; (xiv) competition, including from more established or better financed competitors; (xv) the need to secure and maintain corporate alliances and partnerships; (xvi) the Company’s brand strategy; (xvii) expectations as to consumers’ needs in both the
dispensary and mainstream retail channels and the Company’s ability to meet those needs; (xvii) the Company’s position as an attractive acquisition target; (xviii) the Company’s market share presence; (xix) the Company’s strategies to acquire brands, increase its number of cannabis retailers, and expand its CBD
business in the mainstream retail channel in California and beyond, as applicable, and the Company’s ability to execute on these strategies by relying on its infrastructure and expertise; (xx) the size and completion of the financing; and (xxi) the use of proceeds of the financing. Forward-looking statements are
provided to allow potential investors the opportunity to understand management’s beliefs and opinions in respect of the future so that they may use such beliefs and opinions as one factor in evaluating an investment.
This presentation includes forward-looking information about prospective results of operations, financial position, cash flows, enterprise value, debt and market capitalization based on assumptions about future economic conditions and courses of action and that is not presented in the format of a historical
balance sheet, income statement or cash flow statement (the "Financial Outlook"). Actual results may vary from the Financial Outlook summarized in this presentation. Management of the Company has approved the Financial Outlook as of the date hereof. The Financial Outlook has been included in this
presentation to assist potential investors in determining if this investment is suitable for their investment profile, and readers should be cautioned that the Financial Outlook summarized in this presentation may not be appropriate for other purposes. These statements are not guarantees of future performance
and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may be outside of the Company’s control, and which may cause actual performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any
projections of future performance or result expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to risks associated with general economic conditions, adverse industry events, loss of markets, future legislative developments, access to capital, and other
factors. Although forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon what management of the Company believes are reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from
those anticipated in such statements. The Company undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions should change except as required by applicable securities laws. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking
statements.
U.S. Cannabis Laws: Unlike in Canada which has federal legislation uniformly governing the cultivation, distribution, sale and possession of cannabis, readers are cautioned that in the U.S., cannabis is largely regulated at the state level. To the Company’s knowledge, there are to date a total of 38 states, plus the
District of Columbia, that have legalized cannabis in some form. Notwithstanding the permissive regulatory environment of medical cannabis at the state level, cannabis continues to be categorized as a controlled substance under the Controlled Substances Act (United States) (the "CSA") and as such, cannabisrelated practices or activities, including without limitation, the manufacture, importation, possession, use or distribution of cannabis are illegal under U.S. federal law. Strict compliance with state laws with respect to cannabis will neither absolve the Company of liability under the U.S. federal law, nor will it provide a
defense to any federal proceeding, which may be brought against the Company. Any such proceedings brought against the Company may adversely affect the Company's operations and financial performance. Cannabis is a Schedule I controlled substance under the CSA and is illegal under U.S. federal law, the laws
of certain U.S. states and many foreign jurisdictions. Even in those U.S. states where cannabis has been legalized or decriminalized, it remains criminal under U.S. federal law. Companies and investors participating in the regulated cannabis industry are subject to myriad risks as a result of applicable laws and
regulations, including, without limitation, the risk of criminal prosecution and asset seizure, burdensome tax liabilities, lack of access to banking services and an inability to enforce certain creditor and intellectual property rights. Investment in the Company is only suitable for investors that understand and have
discussed with their legal, tax and financial advisors the rapidly changing laws and regulations applicable to the regulated cannabis industry and that knowingly accept the associated risks. An investor’s contribution to and involvement in such activities may result in federal civil and/or criminal prosecution, including
forfeiture of his, her or its entire investment.
Non-IFRS Measures: Certain financial measures referred to in this presentation, such as enterprise value, are not prescribed by International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS"). GABY uses these measures to help evaluate its financial, operating performance, liquidity, and leverage. These non-IFRS financial
measures do not have any standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS and therefore may not be comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers. Enterprise value is calculated by multiplying the closing common share price as of a particular date by the total number of common shares outstanding and
adding total debt (excluding discounts and debt transaction costs). This measure, in combination with other measures, is used by the investment community to assess the overall market value of the business.
Accredited Investor: This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase securities by the Company. In Canada, this presentation and its contents are directed only at "accredited investors" (as defined in National Instrument 45-106-Prospectus Exemptions and Section 73.3 of the Securities Act
(Ontario)). In the U.S., this presentation and its contents are directed only at "accredited investors" as defined in Rule 501(a) of Regulation D under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "U.S. Securities Act"). By agreeing to receive this presentation, you represent and warrant that you are a person who
falls within one of the foregoing descriptions of persons entitled to receive this presentation and that you agree to be bound by the provisions of this disclaimer. Any subsequent offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to purchase securities by the Company will be made by means of offering documents (e.g., term
sheet, prospectus, offering memorandum, subscription agreement and/or similar documents (collectively, the "Offering Documents")) prepared by the Company for use in connection with such subsequent offer or solicitation and only in jurisdictions where permitted by law. In the event of a subsequent offer to sell
or solicitation of an offer to purchase securities of the Company, investors should refer to the Offering Documents for more complete information, including investment risks, management fees and expenses.
Notice to U.S. Investors: The securities of the Company described herein have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. federal or state securities laws and may not be offered or sold in the U.S., as such term is defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act, unless an exemption from registration is
available. Prospective investors will be required to represent, among other things, that they meet the requirements of an available exemption from the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and are familiar with and understand the terms of the offering and have all requisite authority to make such
investment.
In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of the Company and the terms of any offering, including the merits and risks involved. The securities have not been approved or disapproved by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or by any state securities commission or
regulatory authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities or any Canadian provincial securities regulator passed on the accuracy or adequacy of this presentation. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.
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Cannabis
Industry
General
Overview
3

Cannabis is here to stay
•

More than 77% of the US population
now resides in states that have
legalized cannabis consumption in
some form

•

The remaining 23% of the population
have some access to the legal cannabis
market through shared borders.

•

68% of the US population believe
cannabis should be legalized.

•

In 2020 Congress introduced 135 bills
to federally legalize or make cannabis
more accessible
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An industry of exponential growth
•

Retail cannabis sales in the
United States are expected to
surpass $25 billion by the end of
2022, and reach a staggering $52
billion by 2026.

•

The Cannabis industry employees
440,000 people which is more
than half of the number of
lawyers operating in the United
States.
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Growing like a weed…

•

Overall, the cannabis industry has
been growing more rapidly than
many other comparable categories
in the U.S.

•

At $24 Billion in U.S. sales:
•

Cannabis has already
surpassed Starbucks’ North
American sales

•

Cannabis has rapidly reached
66% the size of Over-theCounter medicines
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Household brands enter the market

• Cannabis is a consumer product which will
one day be as accessible as wine or beer.
• Many major brands like Heineken, Molson
Coors, and Pabst are making heavy
investments in cannabis beverages.
• Global Industry Analysts predicts cannabis
beverages alone will reach $2B in sales by
2026.
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The Cannabis Ecosystem – The 4 Verticals

Retail

Cultivation

Distribution

Manufacturing
Icons by: Eucalyp & Freepik
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GABY at a
Glance
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Mankind Dispensary:
GABY’s Flagship Retail Location
GABY acquired Mankind Dispensary on April 1, 2021, one of
California's most successful cannabis retailers, to form the
foundation of its California consolidation strategy

High volume, high sales, and a loyal following:
●

$1.8MM+ Net Sales per-month.

●

More than 700 distinct cannabis products available at any time.

●

More than 27,000 customers served per-month.
○
Active delivery and curbside pickup businesses
○
500+ weekly delivery orders

●

Nearly 40% of sales completed through delivery and curbside
pickup.

●

Served more than 36,000 new customers in 2021
○
(nearly 3% of San Diego’s total population)
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San Diego’s Top-Rated Dispensary

Mankind has received thousands of 5-star reviews, on Google, Yelp, Weedmaps, Leafly.

4.8 Stars (4,013 reviews)
4.7 Stars (3,566 reviews)
4.8 Stars (1,145 reviews)

4.0 Stars (363 reviews)
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Financial Snapshot:

Better dispensaries, better cannabis, and smart, profitable growth - it’s all possible when cannabis
culture and industry-shaping leadership come together.

Fiscal 2021

Q1 -21 vs Q1-22
% Change

Q1 2021

Q1 2022

Revenue (CAD): $3.4MM

Revenue (CAD): $7.3MM

Revenue (CAD): $32.4MM

Revenue (CAD): 115

Gross Profit: $0.3MM

Gross Profit: $3.3MM

Gross Profit: $11.8MM

Gross Profit: 1,283

Gross Profit Margin: 7%

Gross Profit Margin: 44%

Gross Profit Margin: 36%

Adjusted EBITDA: $(0.8)MM

Adjusted EBITDA: $.5MM

Adjusted EBITDA: $1.4MM

Adjusted EBITDA: 162
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California
Focused
Strategy
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California Counties which
currently permit the
recreational sale of cannabis.
More counties are added
throughout CA each year.

We focus on one market:
Growth in the Golden State
California is the 5th largest economy in the world(1) and the world’s leading and
largest(2) cannabis market, with a deep cannabis culture, forming the standard
of premium cultivation and superior cannabis products.
Remarkably, there are less than 830 licensed brick and mortar dispensaries
serving the whole of California, which has one of the lowest-per capita
densities of dispensaries in the country.
Projected Growth: BDS Analytics projects a 56% increase in total
California cannabis sales by 2024, reaching 7.2B USD by 2024(3)

(1) “The State of California’s Economy”. April 1, 2020. International Banker
(2) “California: Lessons from the World’s Largest Cannabis Market”. August 2019. Arcview Market Research in partnership with BDS Analytics
(3) Market size estimate sourced from “California: Lessons from the World’s Largest Cannabis Market”. Arcview Market Research
in partnership with BDS Analytics
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A Golden(state) Opportunity –
California Retail Consolidation
GABY will capitalize on a fragmented market with its experienced retail
consolidation team. Remarkably, no dominant retail force exists in California.
A Market Desperate
for Consolidation

No Household
Names

An Industry Plagued
by Inconsistencies

New Markets within
California

Illicit-market
Replacement

~less than 850, mainly
small independent
locations(1)
− No brand owns
more than 2.5% of
total locations(2)
− No brand owns
more than 4%
market share(2) of an
estimated 2022 legal
market of US$5.6
billion(3)

Simply put, there is no
Starbucks, Apple, or
Tesla of cannabis. There
is brand recognition in
operators like MedMen
(11 locations) and
Harborside (4
locations)(4), but neither
have successfully
transitioned to a largescale, consistent and
efficient operation seen
in other industries.

Dispensaries are
generally operated by
inexperienced owners
with inconsistent
practices. Shoppers are
desperate for a
dependable dispensary
without:

367 of 482
municipalities
in California do not
currently permit
cannabis sales(3)

The current number of
legal retail dispensaries
in California (~830)(1)
pales in comparison to
the number of
dispensaries existing
prior to legalization
(~3,150)(3)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

•

Chronic out-of-stock
issues

•

Inconsistent product
offerings

•

Inconsistent quality
products

•

Stone-aged online
shopping
experiences

Estimate only
Estimate based on internal GABY calculations using corporate disclosures and industry reports
MJBizDaily: 2022 brings new markets, opportunities for California marijuana firms
Source: Corporate websites

This means as many as
32 million Californians
do not have easy access
to a dispensary,
representing a massive
opportunity for retail
expansion as more
license opportunities
become available.

Massive opportunities
exist to replace the
illegal dispensaries that
shutter as California
improves its
enforcement efforts.
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Our
Leadership
Team
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Margot Micallef, Founder & CEO

Repeated success in consolidating and enhancing the economics of retail outlets
Highly successful track record in acquiring, growing, turning around, and creating significant shareholder value
through the consolidation of retail-based industries.
Grew to 840+ locations // 760% ROI
Acquired, turned around, and grew the master franchise in Western Canada for Subway to 840
locations, generating an ROI of over 760% – currently oversees more than C$450 million in chain
wide revenue

Led the LBO of the master franchise in Canada // 21% CAGR
Through an LBO, engineered the privatization of Domino’s Canadian Master Franchise, initiated a
successful turn around, and grew revenue at a 21% CAGR to over C$215 million in revenue

Grew from 0 to 50 Locations // 500% EBITDA margin growth
Successfully executed a contrarian strategy to consolidate rural radio stations. Grew the portfolio
from 0 to 50 stations, increased EBITDA margins from ~5% to over 25% before selling for C$50
million to private equity

Led ~$15 billion in transactions // C$2 billion revenue
As a Senior VP for one of Canada’s largest communication companies, was deeply involved in
Shaw’s consolidation strategy which grew revenue 10 fold, from C$230 million to over C$2 billion
Top Left: Margot speaking at 2021 MJBizCon
Top Right: Avenue Magazine Feature
Bottom: WSJ Feature on Margot balancing corporate leadership with competitive fitness.
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Simon Lileikis, President

30+ years of executive retail leadership experience
Mr. Lileikis has overseen the opening, expansion, and development of more than 1,000 retail locations across
multiple industries, in multiple countries, the United States, and Canadian Provinces.
Oversaw 840+ locations across Alberta and British Columbia
Together with Margot Micallef, oversaw a massive overhaul, optimization, and expansion of the
Western Canadian Subway markets.

Grew net earnings by 86% and shareholder dividends by 145%
Increased average unit volumes by 22% and the organization achieved 10 straight quarters of
positive comparable store sales growth; a company record.

Improved sales from $20MM to $90MM+ during 11 year tenure
As COO Mr. Lileikis was responsible for the supervision of all the company’s Operations,
Marketing, Supply Chain, Real Estate, Franchising, Construction and Administrative functions.

Opened more than 200 locations in new and emerging
10 years with Starbucks Coffee Company in a variety of roles including Market Leader, Training
Manager and International Store Operations Consultant for the Middle East market.
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Paul Stacey, CFO

Keen financial leadership with cannabis and private equity background
Mr. Stacey brings three decades of financial expertise, backed by a proven track record of expansion and improving
operational efficiency.
CFO/COO of cannabis company with production & manufacturing facilities
Mr. Stacey led restricting efforts and helped Doc Murphy’s launch a new THC licensed business
in LA with $5MM in Series B Funding.

Partner responsible for product innovation, marketing, sales and operations.
Improved on sourcing and manufacturing efficiency with 20% improved margins. Leveraged new
sales channels and established impactful marketing efforts.

President of $15M consumer products company that pioneered wine aeration
Stabilized and created a growth phase where the business was then sold to a strategic partner.
Negotiated above-market EBITDA multiple valuation.

Director of Business Development for the marquee billion-dollar food giant
Managed the strategic planning and mergers & acquisition activities for one of the premier American
snack foods companies, noted for their 1,800,000-square-foot bakery facility – the largest in the world.
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John Butters, CMO

Experienced cannabis leader with a history of sparking innovation in multiple sectors
Mr. Butters brings numerous years of cannabis marketing expertise to GABY, implementing innovative marketing
strategies with an expanding department
Grew revenues 41% within first 10 months as VP of Marketing
Mr. Butters has been with the Mankind team since 2018, and brings a wealth of cannabis
experience, and innovative marketing strategies to GABY in his position as CMO, where he
continues to scale the marketing department and grow the company’s footprint.

Substantially expanded contracts to include 55 new hospitals
As Director of Sales and Marketing, Mr. Butters played a key role in driving the company’s
revenues into the multi-millions figures, and oversaw the marketing rollout for RadConnect, a
cloud-based platform for the sharing and storage of medical images.

Founded two membership-based SoCal events companies
Oversaw an average of 20 monthly events using a membership model which connected
businesses, service providers, artists and end consumers within the same ecosystem. These
highly immersive events provided a foundation from which John is able to steer GABY’s engaging
customer experience and education efforts.
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Corporate Leadership – Board of Directors
Jackie
Altwasser

Robert
Travis

Loreto
Grimaldi

Margot
Micallef

Mathew
Bartlett

Javier
Estades

Ebon
Johnson

CFO, Subway
Developments

Managing Partner,
USA & Canada,
Boyden

COO, Trico
Automotive Group
Inc.

Founder and CEO,
GABY Inc

Operating Partner,
Merida Capital
Partners

President & CEO
Tabacalera USA Inc.

Co-Founder,
Mankind Dispensary
&
Dr. Green Thumb
Dispensary
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The GABY
Impact
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Mankind
Improvements,
Powered by GABY
GABY’s expertise has realized
significant synergies in the first 12
months following acquisition of
Mankind.

High Margin Proprietary Brands

$3 MM in Annual Savings

GABY Launched its proprietary brands, Kind
Republic™ and Dank Space™ onto Mankind
shelves garnering an average 70%+ gross
margin. Dank Space™ sells over three times
more than the next highest seller on Mankind
shelves.

GABY leadership identified $3 MM in payroll,
inventory and operating cost savings - the
benefit of which started to be realized in Q122 with SG&A down almost 10% over Q4-21.
Management expects more savings in ‘22 with
its relentless focus on operating efficiences.

Restructured Delivery Business to
Grow Delivery Revenue by $1MM

Focused All Effort on High Margin
Retail Business

Restructured delivery business in Q3-21 with
expected annual revenue increase of 30% or
$1MM in 2022 by extending delivery hours,
expanding the fleet and reach of the business
to meet existing demand. Weekly delivery
sales have increased by 16% since Q3-21.

Terminated low margin distribution and
manufacturing businesses settling or writing
off associated outstanding AP by $2.7MM and
committing exclusively to grow its higher
margin retail business.

Strategically Remerchandised

Marketing Strategy Shaped by Data

Implemented merchandising strategy for
greater influence over consumer buying
decisions giving priority to higher margin and
proprietary products and expanding basket
size. In Q4:
●
Items per order increased from 2.87
to 3.24

The use of customer data allows new product
segmentation strategies to target customers
with messages and promotional programs of
particular interest to them.
●
92% increase in email click rate and
●
43.71% increase in email list size.
●
3% increase in ecommerce
conversion rate.
.
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GABY as an E.S.G. Investment

GABY is deeply committed to improving the world around us and leading the way as a socially
and environmentally responsible cannabis company.

Environmental Sustainability
GABY has executed numerous environmentally conscious processes since
acquiring Mankind, including: planting a tree with every purchase made,
transitioning Kind Republic to fully biodegradable packaging, and amplifying the
voices of charities focused on sustainability.

Social Impact/Charity Partners
GABY has launched numerous charity partnerships through its flagship Mankind
dispensary. These efforts include:
●
Partnering with Cannabis for Conservation to build a more sustainable
cannabis cultivation ecosystem.
●
Partnering with the Last Prisoner Project to free all people convicted of
victimless, nonviolent cannabis crimes.
●
Partnering with The Brahman Project to fund the building of shelters for
homeless women.
●
Partnering with the Battle Brothers Foundation to fund cannabis research
for US Military Veterans.

Governance Equality and Diversity
GABY is proudly female-founded, and is working to ensure the cannabis industry is
representative of the diverse and disparate people which it serves. 60% of GABY
board members, and 50% of managers are female or from visible minority groups.
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Capitalization
GABY trades on the Canadian Securities Exchange under the ticker “GABY”
and on the OTC under the ticker “GABLF”

Capital Structure

millions or
$ millions

Share Price (CSE: GABY as of April 7, 2022)

C$.025

Basic Shares Out
RSUs
ITM Warrants
ITM Fully Diluted Shares Out

703.8
43.5
0.0
747.3

Fully Diluted Market Cap

C$18.7

Net Debt Estimate
ITM Warrant Proceeds
ITM Fully Diluted Net Debt

C$35.0
C$0.0
C$35.0

ITM Fully Diluted Enterprise Value

C$53.7

ITM = In The Money
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GABY Comparable
Companies

"(1) Enterprise value is based on a market capitalization calculation of the total number of issued and outstanding common shares, inclusive of restricted voting shares and redeemable shares on an as-converted basis, plus net debt and excludes
amounts for non-controlling interests "
Source: S&P Capital IQ, Company Documents
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Conclusion: GABY - Primed for Growth
Our portfolio includes one of the highest grossing dispensaries in the world, a 10,000 square foot
manufacturing and distribution facility, numerous successful cannabis products, and the industry’s
most experienced retail-focused executive team.
At the Top of the Pack
in Dispensary Revenue
Mankind Dispensary revenues of $25MM are
3.6X higher than the California
average of $6.8MM.(1)

Retail
Expansion Gurus
GABY’s leadership team has successfully
expanded and operated more than 2,700 retail
locations in major markets and diverse
industries across the globe.

A Single Goal:
California Dominance
Unlike other retailers, GABY is focused
exclusively on leading the California market,
carving out a sizable share of the state’s
projected $7.2B market by 2024.

(1) AVG taken from $5.6B total California sales, divided by 823 legal cannabis dispensaries.
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CSE: GABY OTC: GABLF

Margot M. Micallef, Q.C.
Founder and CEO
ir@gabyinc.com

